®

Internationally recognized for our expertise in cartons, labels, leaflets, intelligent packaging,
pouching, blistering, vial filling, cold chain and secondary packaging, as well as medication dispensing
and delivery products for pharmacy, hospitals and long-term care, Jones is your one-stop integrated
packaging solution partner.

More options. Less complexity.
For more than 135 years, putting customers first has been our priority.

Jones - Proud to be first
®
Identifying and responding to market needs

And that’s why our customers keep coming back – they understand
the value of working with a partner who is committed not only to
providing outstanding service and end-to-end packaging solutions,
but also one who simplifies the process.

It’s what we call the Jones advantage.
Since our founding days, we have been at the forefront of identifying

1885 - First pre-gummed labels in Canada — a
precursor to today’s sophisticated pressure
sensitive labels
1905 - First mechanical carton folder
1970s - Introduced first child safety vial to
Canadian pharmacy market
1980s - Co-developed a blister card designed for
multi-med regimes — adherence card
is born

and responding to important market needs and creating opportunities

1987 - First Heidelberg CD press in Canada

for our customers. From bringing to Canada the first pre-gummed

1995 - Designed first dual web laser prescription
label for Canadian market

label stock to increase efficiency in turn-of-the-century apothecaries

1996 - First folding carton converter in Canada
to certify to ISO9000

to introducing the first child safety vial to Canadian pharmacies,
we have firmly established a commitment to bringing innovation
to market early on.
Today, we are a global leader in delivering leading-edge packaging

2002 - First label converter in Canada to adopt
100% video inspection for in-line finishing
2004 - First Canadian carton converter to
certify to ISO14001:2004
2006 - Became first and only North American
member of Europe-based PharmaPact

and medication dispensing solutions. Our range of products and

2007 - First North American packaging converter
to hold sustainability conference

services is expansive, and includes a technology portfolio complete

2008 - First company in the world to certify to
PACsecure food safety packaging protocol

with mobile and internet-connected packaging solutions
to enhance patient safety, consumer engagement and product integrity.
Our customers include some of the most recognized global
pharmaceutical and consumer brands, and we support many of the
largest pharmacy groups and independent pharmacies, hospitals and
long-term care facilities across Canada and Europe. Whether large or
small, we deliver simplified, customer-focused solutions to meet each
company’s specific needs.

2009 - First in the world to acquire a uniquely
configured, state-of-the-art, 13-station,
nine-colour Komori press
2016 - First to successfully integrate and validate
dual-sensing Thinfilm NFC OpenSense™
tags for folding cartons on high-speed
production lines

Our alliances with the most widely respected

Healthcare

international brand and pharmaceutical packaging

With our roots firmly established in the healthcare sector,

organizations not only give us a high profile within

Jones has been a proud and long-time leader in driving

our industry and around the world, but also provide
Jones with the opportunity to be the first to bring new
ideas and best practices to the Canadian and North
American markets.

innovation and patient safety in the Canadian and
European medication dispensing markets.
And, with a full line of customizable quality products for

From enhanced service offerings, improved systems and

pharmacies, hospitals and long-term care, Jones

new technologies to full design and product

Healthcare offers a one-stop shopping experience for

development support, everything we do is driven by our

maximum convenience and minimum complexity:

commitment to simplify the process for our customers.

Prescription vials
Bottles and ointment jars
Adherence packaging

Packaging

Prescription labels

Unique to Jones is our ability to take your packaging

Bags

from concept to consumer. This integrated approach

Operational supplies

includes the services of our Printed Packaging team
that offers design and product development support
and full production capabilities for:
Folding cartons
Pressure sensitive labels
Inserts and leaflets
Intelligent packaging
... helping you maximize your brand’s shelf presence,
while our Contract Packaging team provides product
and material consultation to ensure speed to market for:
Blister packaging
Pouching (sampling)
CORPORATE
1 Sided Vial filling
Cold chain storage
® Secondary packaging

Together we approach every project as an opportunity to
provide customer-specific packaging solutions focused
on quality, flexibility and cost-effectiveness.
2 Sided

®

Plus, our customers benefit from the support of a
dedicated team that provides unparalleled personalized
attention and product knowledge.

The Jones Experience
While our product offering is broad in scope, we share a
unified commitment to service, safety, compliance and
efficiency across our entire organization. By working in
tandem with our customers, we facilitate and simplify the
process to ensure high-quality outcomes and positive
experiences. Quite simply, we take the time to
understand your business so we can deliver creative
packaging solutions sure to give your brand a
competitive edge.
Let us show you how easy it is to trust your
packaging business to Jones.
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One partner – so many possibilities.

